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M12+ Oncore TM vs. M12 Oncore TM Comparison Now that the new M12+ Oncore receiver has been released by Motorola, many of you have asked what the differences are between the older M12 and the new "+" model. In broad strokes there are really no major differences as far as most users are concerned. The boards are the same size, the connectors are the same, and the pinouts on the connectors are unchanged. The major changes center around a few of the components used on the board itself. Again, these changes will not affect you as a designer, but are merely updates to the receiver design. The following will be a brief rundown on what has changed. Major points are:



1.



1.



Component changes



2.



Power supply requirements



3.



Antenna Undercurrent flag limit



4.



Firmware options (positioning or precision timing)



5.



M12/M12+ Part number conversion



Component Changes



The M12+ features two major new components. First, the RF Integrated Circuit has been changed from the Motorola M1504 to the newer M1505. The IC's themselves look identical, but if you look at an M12 and an M12+ side-by-side you will notice that there are a lot fewer discrete components in the RF section of the M12+ board since much of this "glue" circuitry is now inside the M1505. The second major change is the main oscillator crystal. The old NDK metal cased crystals have been replaced with new high stability Rakon surface mount devices. This difference in components is actually the easiest way to identify a receiver. If the crystal by the MMCX RF connector is a standard metal encased crystal, the receiver is an original M12. If, however, there is a little 3.5 x 6mm metal topped ceramic wafer next to the RFIC, you know you are looking at an M12+ (if you have good eyes you can also read the ID in the RF IC as "M1505".) What does any of this mean to the user? Nothing to worry about, these changes are just part of a normal product improvement cycle.



2.



Power Supply Requirements



I actually fibbed a little bit in the previous paragraph when I stated that the user would not notice any differences between the two styles of receivers. One major favorable by-product of the new M12+ components (mainly the M1505 RF IC) is that the current draw of the receiver has decreased by about 25%. At room temp the M12+ draws about 55mA vs. 75mA for the older M12. Motorola DID tighten the Vcc range spec slightly for the M12+. Where the older M12 was rated for use from +2.8V to +3.2V, the recommended Vcc range for the M12+ is now +2.85V to +3.15V.



3.



Antenna Undercurrent Flag Limit
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When operating in the native Motorola binary protocol, there are status flags in the @@Ha, @@Hb, and Self-Test messages to indicate whether the current drawn by the low noise amplifier (LNA) in the GPS antenna is within expected bounds. In the original M12 the lower limit was 5mA. In other words, if your antenna was drawing at least 5mA, the receiver assumed that an antenna was hooked up to the RF connector, and the flag stayed low. In newer receivers such as the M12+ this lower limit has been raised to 15mA. This can have two possible effects on your system depending on the type of antenna you are using. First, if you are using an antenna that typically draws at least 15mA (the Motorola Hawk being an example), nothing will change. If the antenna is connected the flag will stay low. If the antenna accidentally becomes disconnected (or the cable is cut), the flag will go high, indicating a possible problem that should be investigated. If, however, you are using one of the new little low-current antennas that only draws 5-10mA, the undercurrent flag will stay high all of the time. Note that this does not prevent the receiver from operating. It just means that the antenna is drawing less current that the receiver expects based on the programmed trip points. Just get used to seeing that flag stay high if you run in binary mode...



4.



Firmware Options



This is probably the biggest major change between the M12 and the M12+. Whereas the M12 was only offered as a positioning receiver, the M12+ can be ordered in two variants: one for positioning, and one for precision timing. For those of you familiar with older 8 channel Motorola receivers, just think of the M12+ positioning receiver as a 12 channel decendent to the GT+, and the M12+ timing receiver as a 12 channel follow-on to the UT+. The M12+ Positioning Receiver is currently shipping with v1.8 positioning firmware (same firmware as the M12 had when it was discontinued), and the M12+ Timing Receiver variant is shipping with v2.1 timing firmware as of May 2003. Note that the "v1.8" positioning firmware and the "v2.1" timing firmware numbering schemes are completely independent from each other. For instance, at some future time Motorola might add a couple of "tweaks" to the positioning firmware, resulting in v2.1 positioning firmware and v2.1 timing firmware being active at the same time. The firmware installed in your M12+ is dependent on the type of M12+ you order, which leads us to:



5.



M12/M12+ Part Number Conversions



Part numbers for the M12 and M12+ follow the general numbering convention Motorola has been using for many years. Things get a little confusing because there were actually two revisions of the old M12 board artwork (we'll call them rev1 and rev2 for clarity), but the change really didn't matter to the end user, it was more of a problem for purchasing agents who had to update their purchasing databases. Here are the basic part number progressions in chronological order starting with the original M12's and moving on to the M12+: Positioning Receivers
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Receiver Type



Positioning receiver, no battery, straight data header



Positioning receiver, with battery, straight data header



Positioning receiver, no battery, right angle data header



Positioning receiver, with battery, right angle data header



M12 rev1



P133T12N1X



P143T12N1X



P133T11N1X



P143T11N1X



M12 rev2



P173T12N1X



P183T12N1X



-------



-------



M12+



P273T12N1X



P283T12N1X



P273T11N1X



P283T11N1X



Timing Receivers Receiver Type



Timing receiver, no battery, straight data header



Timing receiver, with battery, straight data header



Timing receiver, no battery, right angle data header



Timing receiver, with battery, right angle data header



M12+



P273T12T1X



P283T12T1X



P273T11T1X



P283T11T1X



A word about the "X's" at the end of the part numbers. The part numbers listed on our price lists normally end in an "X" to make the part numbers transparent to firmware changes. When Motorola releases a new firmware load to the factory, the only thing that changes to the receiver part number is that the last digit increments. For instance, the M12+ positioning receivers currently being produced have positioning firmware version v1.8, and the last number in the M12+ part number is "5". If Motorola rolls this firmware to v1.9, v2.0, v3.0 (or whatever), the last number will increment to a "6". The M12+ timing receivers are currently shipping with v2.1 of the M12+ timing firmware and the last digit of the timing receiver part numbers is a "2".



SPECIAL CASE - ENGINEERING SAMPLES Many of you who wanted to test the timing firmware before it was actually released to the factory have receivers where the part numbering system does not follow the nice predictable pattern shown above. For instance, we re-flashed a lot of "P273T12N15" and "P283T12N15" positioning receivers with timing firmware while we were waiting for the actual timing units to be released by the factory. These receivers are identified with a black sticker on top of the FLASH memory on the M12+ designating the receiver as a Motorola Engineering Sample, along with a small white sticker next to the FLASH denoting which version of firmware is REALLY installed. These receivers will behave just like factory "P273T12T11" and "P283T12T11" receivers. As long as your Engineering Sample receiver has v2.0 firmware, it will be physically and functionally identical to the factory units. In conclusion, if you have ANY questions or concerns about using the various versions of the M12 and M12+ receivers in your application, please don't hesitate to contact us.
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Randy Warner Senior Applications Engineer Synergy Systems, LLC



[email protected]
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